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Difficulties of Translating Dramatic Text
Drama as a genre of literature is different from other genres of fiction. Translator of

dramatic text has to deal with many linguistic and stylistic problems. Objective of

translating drama also defines translation methodology and techniques. Audience and

norms of targeted society are important factors to affect process of translation. These

problems demand an ever vigilant mind and artistic craftsmanship from translator.

The article focuses on analysis of translation of drama as a literary text.
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 (A drama is meant to be staged) 







 (literal) 








 



 (adeptation) 
 

 (adeptation)




 

 







 
 'Les signes du thatre'. Poetique viii  (Bogatyrev) 



























Who can be wise, amazed, temperate and furious,

Loyal and neutral in a moment? No man.

The expedition of my voilent love

Outrane the pauser, reason. Here lay Duncan,

His silver skin laced with his golden blood,

And his gashed stabs looked like a breach nature.

For ruin's wasteful entrance, there the murdere,





Stepped in the colours of their trade, their eggers

Unmannerly breached with gore. Who could refrain, that had a

heart to love and in the heart courage to make's love known?










Lear! No second? All myself?

why, this would made a man, a man of salt,

To use his eyes for garden water - pots

I will die bravely, like a smug bride groom what,

I will be jovial















Forsooth, a great arithmetician,





One Michael Cassion, a Florentine,

A fellow almost damned in a fair wife









The multiplying villainies of nature

Do swarm upon him - from the western

Isles o Kerns and galloglasses is supplied,

and fortune on his damned quarry smiling showed like a rebel's

whore


 




 
 


Alarumed by his sentinel the wolf,

Whose howl's his watch, thus with his stealthy pace, with tarquin's

ravishing

Strides, towards his design

moves like a ghost.














 
 


And all our yesterdays have lighted fools

the way to dusty death. Out, out brief candle.

Life is but a walking shadow, a poor player

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,

And then is heard no more, It is a tale

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

Signifying nothing













 
 

Good name in man and woman, dear my Lord,

Is the immediate jewel of their soul.

Who steals my purse steals trash; tis someting, nothing;

It was mine, tis his, and has been slave to thousands.

But he that fliches from me my good name





Robs me of that which not enriches him

And makes me poor indeed.





























I only speak right on.

I tell you that which you yourselves do know,

Show you sweat ceaser's wounds, poor, poor dumb mouths

And bid them speak for me. But were I Brutus,

And Brutus Antony, there were an Antony,





Would reffle up your spirits, and put a tongue

In every wound of Ceaser, that should move

The stones of Rome, to rise and mutiny.







There is a tide in the affairs of men,

Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.

Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows, and in miseries.

On such a full sea are when we afloat

And we must take the current when it serves,

Or lose our ventures.






 













Bassnett Susan "Translations Studies" page 119-131 
Bassnett  Page121 


"Linguistic expression in theatre is a structure of signs constituted

not only as discourse signs, but also as other signs. For example,

theatre discourse, that must be the sign of a character's social

situation is accompanied by the actor's gestures, finished off by his

costumes, the scenery, etc. Which are all equally signs of a social

situation" 121

  
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 

 




